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Flox den Hartog Jager, Embroidery, May/June 2019

LETTER FROM THE CHAIR
Dear members,
The opening of Construct at Sunny Bank Mills, Farsley, Leeds is nearly upon us and it
promises to be an exciting show. The response has been excellent, and 40 members have
submitted 55 pieces of work. I have been reading through the statements and 'Construct'
has enjoyed a wealth of inspirational impulses resulting in diverse work that looks set to
produce an outstanding exhibition.
I’d like to thank all the members who have offered to come along and help out with the
selection and the hanging. As always, the committee can’t do it without you. I hope that
many of you will come along to the Private View on 20 July from 2-4pm - it would be great
to see you there. As I write we are still finalising the arrangements, but we hope to have a
‘meet the artists’ session during the afternoon and I will keep you updated.
Jane McKeating has only received one submission for workshops to go alongside
Construct. For a group which aims to promote textiles through education, this isn’t enough.

I appreciate that not everyone teaches, but a lot of you do, and a wide variety of interesting
workshops to back up an exhibition not only reflects well on the group but also gives
individual members exposure. I hope that we can do better in future exhibitions.
Ctrl/shift finished the second leg of its tour at the end of April, and the National Centre for
Craft and Design have told us that it was the most successful touring exhibition that they
have presented. The 62 Group attracted 12,161 visits with an average of 152 visitors per
day. The average number of daily visitors to the main gallery was up 23% on the previous
year and our exhibition was one of the main contributing factors in this. Well done to
everyone who took part!
The Ctrl/shift catalogue will be finished and printed in July and catalogues will be on sale
during the Construct exhibition. I’d like to thank Dave Pitcher for collating photographs and
text and for designing it and Gavin Fry and Liz Cooper for contributing catalogue essays.
Of course, we couldn’t have produced it without Arts Council funding, and I can’t wait to
see it.
Sue Stone has been meeting with Liz Cooper and the 20/21 Gallery to arrange the final leg
of the Ctrl/shift tour, 7 December 2019 – 22 February 2020. Normanby Hall is no longer
available to us as an extension to the main gallery and so it looks as if the show will be a
slightly reduced version. Liz Cooper will be getting in touch with some of the exhibiting
artists to discuss possible reductions.
Meanwhile your committee are working hard. We have new members selection coming up
at the beginning of July and we are planning future exhibitions. There are several plans
afoot, but cuts in funding and rising gallery costs make the organisation of exhibitions more
and more difficult. I would be extremely grateful if members would contact me if they have
connections with galleries and museums or other ideas. Thank you.
All the photographs in this newsletter come from the May/June issue of Embroidery, where
62 Group members and honorary members have put on a very good show.
I hope to see you at the Construct Private View, otherwise have a great summer.
Very best wishes
Debbie

Diana Springall, Embroidery, May/June 2019

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Your Committee 2019
Oﬃcers
Debbie Lyddon - Chair chair@62group.co.uk
Heather Belcher - Treasurer heatherbelcher@btinternet.com
Imogen Aust - Secretary iaust@dmu.ac.uk
Committee Members
Jane McKeating - Education j.mckeating@mmu.ac.uk
Richard McVetis - Exhibitions richard.mcvetis@network.rca.ac.uk
Hannah Lamb - Publicity hannahjlamb@hotmail.com
Emily Jo Gibbs - Public Newsletter Editor emily.jogibbs@btinternet.com
Imogen Aust - Joint New Members iaust@dmu.ac.uk
Catherine Dormor - Joint New Members c.dormor66@gmail.com
Daisy Collingridge - General daisymaycollingridge@gmail.com
Co-opted members for specific roles (no voting rights at CMs)

Louise Baldwin - Archives louise@louisebaldwin.me.uk
Lucy Brown - Handling Box lucybrownmakes@btinternet.com
Caron Penney - FTM & exhibitions assistant caron.penney@weftfaced.com
Sue Stone – CTRL/Shift exhibition controlshift@62group.co.uk
Isobel Currie - Membership Secretary i.currie@myphone.coop
Contacts
Imogen Aust: iaust@dmu.ac.uk to send information to all members.
Isobel Currie - Membership Secretary: i.currie@myphone.coop to update your contact
details.
David Pitcher: davidpitcher@me.com to update your personal web page info/ images & CV
or to get your login for the member’s area.
Newsletters
We have 2 newsletters
Members' Newsletter, which contains a letter from the chair, important news about
62 Group news and events, membership news & committee reports and decisions
and actions. This is sent out quarterly in Winter, Spring, Summer & Autumn each
year.
Public Newsletter which is mailed out on 1st March, 1st June, 1st September, 1st
December and includes 62 Group news and events and also individual members’
news. To share your news with the public please contact Emily Jo Gibbs - Public
Newsletter Editor or add emily.jogibbs@btinternet.com to your newsletter mailing list
so she can share your news in the Public Newsletter
Social Media
Facebook @62groupoftextileartists - contact Debbie Lyddon: chair@62group.co.uk
Twitter @62group - contact Hannah Lamb: hannahjlamb@hotmail.com
Instagram - the62group - contact Caron Penney: caron.penney@weftfaced.com

In the members area of the 62 Group website you can find information and sendingin documents for exhibitions, newsletters and the full minutes
of committee meetings.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Construct Exhibition
Sunny Bank Mills Gallery, Unit 14, Sandsgate Building, 82-85 Town Street, Farsley,
Pudsey, West Yorkshire, LS28 5UJ
Exhibition runs: 20 July-15 September 2019

Sending-in dates: 10th-12th July 2019 from 10-4pm
Selection date: 17 July 2019
Hanging Date: 18-19 July 2019
Private View: 20 July 2019, 2-4pm
Ctrl/Shift
20/21 Visual Arts Gallery, Church Square, Scunthorpe DN15 6TA
Exhibition runs: 7 December 2019-22 February 2020

Emily Jo Gibbs, Embroidery, May/June 2019

CONSTRUCT UPDATE
Richard McVetis has ensured that arrangements are well in hand.
Shop at Sunny Bank Mills
The Sunny Bank Mills shop have offered to sell cards and small items by artists exhibiting
in Construct.

The cards will be sold at wholesale/trade price and small items will be taken sale or return
with 30% commission.
If you would like to sell cards or small items of work please send them along with your
exhibition submission.
Please package them separately and mark them clearly ‘SHOP’.
You must provide the following information in the separately packaged box for each item
provided:

a. A delivery note setting out a description of each piece of work, quantities,
wholesale/trade price and recommended retail price. The gallery requires both a
hard copy and digital copy of the delivery note by email – preferably in an excel or
word doc.

b. Up to date bank details and address for payment.
c. A short artist’s statement about the work.
d. Two high res photographs (as jpegs) electronically for marketing and promotional
purposes.

e. Any product packaging that the Maker would like the Gallery to use.

For each item please put a hard copy delivery note in the package and send an electronic
copy delivery note and two digital images to Richard
McVetis richard.mcvetis@gmail.com before 17July 2019.

CTRL/Shift TOUR UPDATE – Sue Stone
Plans and photos of the 20/21 Visual Arts Gallery exhibition space are on the
member's area of the website.
Meeting at 20:21 Visual Arts, Scunthorpe, 23 May 2019 with Dominic Mason - Exhibitions
manager
Designated space for the exhibition is 2 wide corridor areas, one is adjacent to the café
area.
At first glance it doesn’t seem to have much wall space but there are lots of temporary
walls that fit over the glass windows giving a total hanging space of at least 28 metres.
Dominic will provide a floor plan asap.

DM and myself went through all the pieces and identified which may be
problematic. Some other pieces may need to be reduced or reconfigured. Liz Cooper will
contact the relevant artists to discuss. We are also able to hang work from the ceiling at
this venue and have identified the pieces which may be suitable for this. LC has already
hung several shows at this venue and is very familiar with the space.
We can also use the space in the Bell Tower which is 4 metres across. Although whatever
goes in there will be a little removed from the rest of the exhibition so it will need some
thought! There will be other exhibitions on in the church area.
NB: Normanby Hall is no longer available to us as a space for the exhibition so we didn’t
visit that venue. In the Winter it is usually closed and although they have decided to open
it next Winter it is only for 1 day a week. Dominic suggested we could use a space at the
library building which just across the square from 20:21 if we can’t fit everything in but we
didn’t have chance to look at the space on 23 May. I will go back another time and look at
that space after I have had feedback from Liz.
20:21 get a lot of family visitors and there is no stewarding although there is a member of
staﬀ on reception/ café at all times during opening hours. There are plenty of glass
cabinets and also plinths and they will make any others required. DM will send sizes to
LC.
The Project space can be accommodated in the adjacent church entrance where they
usually host their regular drop in sessions. There are also 2 cabinets in the café which can
be used for visuals.
I have given DM contact details for Hannah Lamb and Jane McKeating to arrange
education & publicity for the exhibition and contacted both myself to give them the
relevant contact details. Commission on sales of work is 30% +VAT no VAT on
catalogues.
They don’t do PVs so I suggested a catalogue launch/ meet the artists event on the
opening Saturday 14 December.
Catalogue
The catalogue layout is almost finished just waiting for Liz’s essay, acknowledgements etc
from LC. It will be completed very soon and should be printed by early July. I will contact
MAC and NCCD to see if they want a few for their shops and get the lists of those
interested in getting a catalogue.
LC is moving back to New Zealand on 11 June but will be back and forth to the UK to
work on various projects including Ctrl/Shift. We are still looking at getting one last venue
but if that’s not possible then it will not aﬀect the ACE funding we already have. The 4th
venue was not confirmed at time of applying so basically the outcome would be that the

final figure 10% payment will be adjusted to compensate. LC will confirm what will
happen to the work at end of 20:21 show but the plan at present is 20:21 will pay to ship
the work back to Bill Bowden and then artists will arrange to pick up or courier work from
there.

EDUCATION UPDATE - Jane McKeating
Education events planned and advertised for the NCCD programme as part of CTRL/Shift.
Education events taken place since the last committee meeting.
16 March, Family workshop, White Rabbits or Mad March Hares
Led by exhibiting artist Nigel Cheney, participants will embellish a printed hare - inspired
by Alice in Wonderland. Learn a variety of hand stitch and decorative techniques to create
a small brooch, pincushion or artwork for your wall.
30 March, Adult workshop, Disrupting Printed Cloth
Inspired by the stitched handkerchiefs in Ctrl/Shift, work with textiles tutor Jane
Mckeating to experiment with hand stitch and embroidery to create new details on printed
cloth. Personalise something treasured and give it a whole new meaning.
6 April , Adult workshop, Colour from the landscape
Working with Debbie Lyddon, create natural pigments from chalk, rock and clay to make
three different paints (watercolour, acrylic and printing ink). The paints will then be explored
with a series of different mark making on watercolour paper.
These 3 events were very well attended and received by the gallery, who sent good
feedback
Education events for Ctrl/Shift 20:21, Scunthorpe
December 7 2019 to February 22 2020.
The Gallery have some of their own funding from ACE but all workshops need to pay for
themselves.
Sue Stone has forwarded contact details and I will be sending out a call for ideas once I
have had discussions with them about their audiences and facilities. I will attempt to get
the call out done by the end of June.
Construct, Sunny Bank Mills
A request for workshop opportunities went out to members and we had one response from
Hannah Lamb which has been forwarded to Jane Kay at the gallery.

This is disappointing and I think it is a combination of the location, which is difficult for
some of our regular workshop leaders to get to, the time of year, when a lot of people are
away, and the late timing of the request when members had already got plans. For future I
will ensure the request goes out much earlier in the hope that this will get a wider
response.

SOCIAL MEDIA AUDIT - Hannah Lamb
Publicity committee member, Hannah Lamb, has produced an excellent document that
charts our Social Media activities and suggests recommendations for how we might be
able to go forward in the future. Below are the salient points:
Introduction
Over the past few years the 62 Group has developed various ways to communicate with
the public, including using several diﬀerent social media platforms. Initially social media
accounts were set up to establish our presence and to enable us to communicate for free
with the public and reach out to new audiences. In attempting to keep step with current
trends in social media, these developments have been largely organic, growing over time.
Responsibility and organisation has been shared between diﬀerent group members. Now
these accounts have been established it is necessary to consider the distinctive role of
each and what goals can be set. This audit aims to take stock of our current approaches
to public communications and consider how this will be developed for the future.
Social Media Platforms
We currently use the following social media platforms for public communication:
• Facebook 62 Group page - admin Debbie Lyddon & Hannah Lamb
• Facebook Ebb & Flow exhibition page - admin Debbie Lyddon & Hannah Lamb
• Instagram (now a business account) - admin Caron Penney
• Twitter, joined Dec 2013 - current admin Hannah Lamb.
• Pinterest (set up by Michelle Stephens but never used)
In addition we have a MailChimp account, which is used to send a newsletter to our public
subscribers, usually four times per year.

Social Media Audiences
Social media audiences have grown steadily since being set up over the past few years.
The table below shows a comparison of our subscribers across diﬀerent platforms.

From this pie chart we can easily see that Facebook is our biggest platform simply in
terms of follower numbers. Twitter, Instagram and Mailchimp currently have a
similar number of followers.

Performance
Facebook: In the last 28 days (to 17th March 2019) post engagements were at
3951. (reactions, comments and shares).

Instagram: Strong images of members work seem to engage the most viewers on
Instagram.
Twitter: 5,515 impressions over 28 days and 125 profile visits. Typically our
original tweets (rather than retweets) have the biggest number of impressions.
Our Mailchimp newsletters have a strong level of engagement with an average
56.7% opens and 9.6% clicks.
Protocol & Goals
No written protocol, code of conduct or goals have been agreed for our public
communications. To date, members responsible for our social media accounts have
used their own judgement to post or repost content.
Frequency of communications
Frequency of communication is irregular across all platforms, with the exception of
our Mailchimp newsletter, which is sent out four times per year. With diﬀerent
members managing the various accounts and fitting this in around busy schedules, posts
are done ‘as and when’.
Summary of SWOT Analysis
Strengths:
• Audience figures are generally good and growing.
• There are good levels of engagement from our posts.
• Posts appear professional and in keeping with the organisation’s profile.
Weaknesses
• Diﬀerent account users could lead to a lack of coordination.
• Frequency of posting is inconsistent and on an ad hoc basis.
• Because only a small section of the group are using social media, reposts tend to
feature the same limited group of artists.
Opportunities
• We have very strong visual content, both from exhibitions and member content.
• We could increase our followers with more regular posting.
• Further opportunities to cross promote with organisations we work with; e.g.
events with galleries.
• Make links with international textile art groups.
• Promote textile art to new and more diverse audiences.
• Develop the ‘social’ side of social media, through interactive dialogue rather than purely
one-way communication.
Threats
• Risk of imposters claiming The 62 Group. I suggest we claim (or reclaim) any
social media account names we may wish to use in the future, e.g. Pinterest, LinkedIn.

• Risk of group loosing access to accounts in the event the person with permissions is
‘out of action’.
• No recovery plan for loss of accounts.
Recommendations:
• Close Ebb & Flow Facebook page as the content is not current. Our website
provides a more appropriate place to archive previous exhibitions. Ensure any
content required for archive is kept (liaise with Louise Baldwin).
• Ensure that passwords for all social media accounts are shared with two
senior committee members (suggest chair and secretary) for security. This needs to be
checked annually and updated immediately.
• Use Pinterest account. Suggest posting directly from website content.
• Create a LinkedIn organisation profile.
• Create a list of ‘safe’ recognised organisations we will repost from.
• Develop a mission statement for each platform.
• Create a checklist for reposting e.g. Does it meet with our core aims? Are there
any ethical conflicts? Is the quality of the content professional? Is it relevant to
our audience?
• To explore options for streamlining content (e.g. a central repository for images
and content).
• To explore costs and implications of using scheduling services, such as Hootsuite.
• To explore other opportunities to automatically share content, e.g. using IFTTP.
• Suggest a review of job roles and the possibility of a committee member for
digital communications to head this up and oversee website content.

Flox den Hartog Jager, Embroidery, May/June 2019

MEMBERSHIP NEWS
There have been three changes in membership.
Hilary Bower has had recent health issues and requested a year’s sabbatical. The
committee were all saddened by the news and unanimously supported her application. We
all hope that she makes a full recovery and that she will be exhibiting with the group again
soon.
Anne Jackson has tendered her resignation to the group. She writes, 'I am finding that the
“flow” of my work is making it hard to stop and move in a different direction to accomodate
the themes of recent exhibitions .... I have learned a lot, and improved my practice, through
my membership of the group. Thank you to all of you, and I look forward to future
encounters between us.'
Willemien de Villiers has also tendered her resignation. She writes, ‘I have been struggling
for a while now with the practical, logistical implications of being a far-flung member of this
wonderful group of artists. What finally made up my mind was the quote I just received
from my courier to send the parcel of three works I’d planned to submit for Construct (with
no guarantee of acceptance) and I simply can’t justify the cost ..... I have therefore decided
to resign from the 62 Group, with a sad and heavy heart'.
I have written to both artists saying how sorry we are to see them go and wishing them the
best for the future.

Diana Springall, Embroidery, May/June 2019

DECISIONS AND ACTIONS FROM THE COMMITTEE MEETING
Protocol
Attending members: Chair - Debbie Lyddon (DL), Hannah Lamb (HL), Catherine
Dormor (CD), Caren Penney (CP), Heather Belcher HB), Imogen Aust IA)
Apologies for Absence received by: Richard McVetis RM), Emily Jo Gibbs (EJG),
Lucy Brown (LB). Jane McKeating (JMK), Isobel Currie (IC), Daisy Collingridge (DC)
There was discussion of member feedback on the decisions made at the previous
meeting about the meeting minutes. It was unanimously agreed that minutes are a
public record and should be agreed by the committee before publishing on the
website. It was agreed that a full account of the decisions and actions will be
circulated to members in the newsletter after the meeting to keep them well
informed. The full minutes and reports will be posted on the member's area of the
website once agreed by the committee at the following meeting.
Finance
Expenses and travel expenses for the Chair were agreed

Expenses and travel expenses for the committee were agreed
An advertising budget was set
The PayPal account is currently in DL’s name – HB to manage the account
HB to write guidelines for Finance

New Members
28 UK applications, 8 International - Including 2 x direct to DL
First selection panel: July 6th, 11am – 4pm.
Discussed digital selection for exhibitions - ongoing discussion for AGM

Publicity
Social Media (SM) audit undertaken
SM accounts – diﬀerent members are looking after Twitter, Instagram, Facebook,
Pinterest – streamline SM
Login and Passwords need to be changed and shared with appropriate committee
members and to be held by chair and secretary.
A new post is proposed for a ‘digital comms’
Exhibition publicity for ‘Construct’ - a press release and images were sent out to
Crafts, Embroidery, Selvedge, Surface Design Journal
Selvedge: a quarter page advert will appear in July/Aug (includes a complimentary
blog post and newsletter feature); Sunny Bank Mill designed the advert at no cost
to us
Jo Hall is giving us some editorial in July/Aug issue of Embroidery.
Sunny Bank Mill gallery team will cover local promotion and online listings and
distribute approx. 60,000 flyers to local arts venues and hotels, etc.

Exhibitions
Sunny Bank Mills. RM reported that the Construct exhibition arrangements were
well in hand.
A ‘meet the artists’ was proposed and agreed for the Private View, 2-4pm 20 July
2019.
HL proposed that June Hill (a writer local to the venue) might write a review, give a
gallery talk…. Hannah oﬀered to speak to June.
CD suggested the Fashion & Textile Museum talks could be repeated. CD happy to
do this. Will pay expenses/ fee.
Agreed that a small number of Ctrl/Shift catalogues should be sold in the shop.

Education
JMK only received one proposal for workshops - DL to follow up with JMK

Ctrl/Shift
DL read out Ctrl/shift update from Sue Stone - the 20/21 space is reduced to one
venue for the exhibition, not across two sites. There is 28m wall space not in the
main church area – seen by Liz Cooper and SS.
Other exhibitions are also running at the same time in the church area.
DL to seek clarification from SS
Exhibitions for 2020 and 60thanniversary were discussed - it was agreed the group
would fund a possible London venue for an exhibition next year – committee
members to research venues for next year and forward possible exhibition spaces /
galleries. CP oﬀered to support RMV with future exhibitions and put together an
exhibition proposal.

Fashion and Textile Museum
Next year we are looking to invite interest in the title, ‘The Future of Textiles:
Narrative / Stitched Textiles’ – Call for proposals March /April 2020
CP has been in touch with the FTM regarding new dates for 2020, but not heard
back yet.
Site specific installation at the FTM (entrance Hall) - The installation is to be
installed for the final lecture – 62 Group Anniversary. Call out for proposals in May/
June 2020.
CD proposed a symposium alongside the final lecture. Agreed by committee.
Discussion around the funding – an application for funding would be put in –
discussed budget of £2K. It was felt that the 62 Group and FTM were
commissioning the piece and should fund it. CP confirmed FTM support is ‘in kind’
Selection process, 1st, 2ndstages. Collaborations or individual proposals.

AOB
Sabbatical request – granted for Hillary Bower
Exhibition themes – a discussion about the curatorial, broad exhibition themes
concluded that as artists we all work to our own agenda, but having a curatorial title
helps hold the exhibition together for audiences and is necessary for publicity.
Planning for the future - CD proposed that a ‘workshop’ held at the time of the
AGM would help members generate ideas for future events

Date of next committee meeting: 28thSeptember 2019
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